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ComplianCe plate and serial number.

all fireplaCes in this manual Conform to australian and new Zealand standards as/
nZs 4013; (2014) under seCtion1.2.3.(f).

IMPORTANT
Heating output may vary depending on factors such as building characteristics, quality of insulation, 
type of firewood used and climate zone.

all dimensions shown are approximate. check all dimensions accurately on the unit prior to installation. 
In line with our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to alter specifications and 
installation guidelines without notice. (e&oe)

all units comply with and MUSt be installed to australian & new zealand Standard aS/nzS 2918:2001. 
When in use some parts of this appliance may become hot. A suitable fire guard is recommended where 
very young, elderly or infirm are concerned. 

the instructions in this manual are recommendations only, the distributor and manufacturer bears no liability to the interpretation of these instructions.
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thank you for choosing Sculpt fireplaces as your heater of choice.
 
Your fireplace is the result of careful design, artisan engineering and safety tests. 
If it is properly installed, used and maintained, you may be sure that you will have an outstanding 
heating feature in your home for years to come. 

We advise you to read through this guide in order to become acquainted with the installation 
methods specific to your fireplace.

It is recommended that this fireplace be installed by a qualified and licensed trades professional. 
You will find in this guide the answers to most of your questions, should you require further 
assistance we recommend you contact your retailer.

Before igniting your fireplace for the first time, please carefully read this manual.

Follow @sculptfireplacecollection on Instagram, Sculptfireplacecollection on Facebook and be 
sure to post your latest masterpiece installed with the hashtag #sculptfires.

We hope we’ve helped make you the envy of your friends this winter and years to come.

From all of us,
Sculpt Fireplace Collectionion

CONgRATulATIONs!
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1.1 SpecificationS & coMponentS  tatiana 997

Ceiling

material 
hearth dimensions
clearances to combustibles
includes
fireplace weight
triple skin flue sizes 
minimum flue height
bearing flame 
& dropper box weight

4mm thick steel, hand shaped and spun
Minimum 1770mm diameter X 40mm thick
Minimum 750mm
Fire grate 
120kg 
240mm, 290mm, 340mm 
4.5m

50kg
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1.1 SpecificationS & coMponentS tatiana 997

1. bearing plate & dropper box
2. ceiling cover plate
3.  additional pipe (optional lengths)
4. the fireplace
5.  ash grate

2.
Tatiana 997

1.1.

3.

4.

5.
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1.2 SpecificationS & coMponentS  lea 998
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material 
hearth dimensions
clearances to combustibles
includes
fireplace weight
triple skin flue sizes 
minimum flue height
bearing flame 
& dropper box weight

4mm thick steel, hand shaped and spun with safety glass
Minimum 1300mm diameter X 40mm thick
Minimum 500mm
Fire grate and ash pan
130kg 
215mm, 265mm, 315mm 
4.5m

50kg

non-Combustible floor
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1.2 SpecificationS & coMponentS  lea 998

Lea 998
1. bearing plate & dropper box
2. ceiling cover plate
3. additional pipe (optional lengths)
4. the fireplace 
5. the baffle
6. ash pan
7. ash  grate
8. glass panels

2.

1.

4.

5.

 

1.

3.

6.

8.

7.
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1.3 SpecificationS & coMponentS Zelia 908

Ceiling

Zelia 908
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material 
hearth dimensions
clearances to combustibles
includes
fireplace weight
triple skin flue sizes 
minimum flue height
bearing flame 
& dropper box weight

4mm thick steel, hand shaped and spun with safety glass
Minimum 1770mm diameter X 40mm thick
Minimum 750mm
Fire grate and ash pan
150kg 
240mm, 290mm, 340mm 
4.5m

50kg
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1.3 SpecificationS & coMponentS Zelia 908

2.

5.

8.

1.

6. 7.

3.

4.

Zelia 908
1. bearing plate & dropper box
2. ceiling cover plate
3. additional pipe (optional lengths)
4. the fireplace 
5. the baffle
6. sliding glass & fixed glass (x2)
7. ash pan
8. ash  grate
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1.4 SpecificationS & coMponentS eva 992
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material 
hearth dimensions
clearances to combustibles
includes
fireplace weight
triple skin flue sizes 
minimum flue height
bearing flame 
& dropper box weight

4mm thick steel, hand shaped and spun
Minimum 1770mm diameter X 40mm thick
Minmum 750mm
Fire grate and ash pan
200kg 
265mm, 315mm, 365mm 
4.5m

50kg

non-Combustible floor
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1.4 SpecificationS & coMponentS eva 992

1. bearing plate & dropper box
2. ceiling cover plate
3. additional pipe (optional lengths)
4. the fireplace 
5. the baffle
6. sliding glass & fixed glass (x2)

7. metallic ring

8. the base
9. shutter (x2)
10. ash pan
11. ash grate

place the two caps on either side of the base, if 
an outside air kit is installed under the floor.

put in place the metallic ring to hide screws.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

6.

7.

10.

11.

Eva 992
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2. pReLiMinaRY inStaLL GUiDe

IMPORTANT WARNINg
The hood of the fireplace should remain in it’s protected packaging during installation, when 
possible avoid contact with the paint surface, we strongly recommend the white gloves supplied 
with the unit are used during installation. The paint will naturally polymerize after several fires, we 
advise you to avoid contact with the unit prior to this. Do NOT scrub or clean the fireplace. After it’s 
assembly, ideally wait for several fires before touching it.

In case of marks or of accidental scratches; ensure the paint has completely polymerized, proceed 
to clean  the surface delicately with a wet and very hot sponge. If necessary, a small retouch of paint 
can be considered. DO NOT scrATch, Apply pAINT Or rub The pAINT whIle The fIreplAce Is 
IN use.

for reasons of shipping and handling, all our fireplaces are delivered in separated elements. 
Assembly should be carried out according to the manual which should be read entirely to install.
In observance of the assembly instructions entails the liability of the person who carries it out. 
The fireplace should be laid and suspended on adequate elements supporting its weight.
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2. pReLiMinaRY inStaLL GUiDe

For the installation and use of this appliance, the fitter and the user should strictly adhere to local 
and national regulations in addition to australian & new zealand Standards aS/nzS 2918:2001. the 
installer should comply with the instructions and recommendations detailed in this manual. Safety and 
operation of the fireplace is directly dependent thereon. The liability of the manufacturer can neither be 
retained nor assured following failure of installation or incorrect use which does not comply with aS/
nzS 2918:2001. 

As each installation is unique, a qualified and licensed trades professional should take all required 
preliminary precautions depending on the technical elements inherent to each job.

in-observance of the assembly instructions in conjunction with aS/nzS 2918:2001 entails the liability 
of the person who carries it out. 

As a result of faulty assembly, irrational use of parts or additional components that were not supplied 
by the manufacturer, and/or modifying of the appliance or components will result in inferior or unsafe 
operation. should this occur the manufacturer bears no liability, and will result in a null and void product 
warranty.

prelImINAry INsTAll INfOrmATION

all images and diagrams in this manual are for installation reference purposes only and are not to 
scale. the distributor and manufacturer bears no accuracy of these images and accepts no liability. the 
purpose of these images and diagrams is to act as a guide in conjunction with the written components 
and are not to instruct independently. the order of these steps are a recommendation only.
 
it is strongly recommended that the licensed trade professional who is performing the installation of 
this appliance, completely read and understand all instructions in this manual prior to proceeding.
 
sculpt fireplaces & bordelet reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice. 

pleAse reAD prIOr TO INsTAll

heat resistant materials
Heat resistant materials must meet aS/nzS 2918:2001 clause 1:5.21 a material with an allowable 
service temperature of 600° celsius or greater. 
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3. inStaLLation GUiDe

For reasons of shipping and handling, all our fireplaces are delivered in separate components and 
require assembly. 

assembly should be carried out according to this manual which should be read in it’s entirety prior to 
commencing installation. any in-observance of the assembly instructions entails the liability of the 
licensed trade professional who carries it out. 

assembling the fireplaCe

base (if required)

hood

minimum 1000mm

non-Combustible hearth

roof
Cavity

triple skin 
flue

dropper box and 
fixing plate

Ceiling 

minimum 3000mm
diameter ClearanCe 

minimum 150mm 
from Ceiling 
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3. inStaLLation GUiDe

Determine the exact location of the bearing frame and the dropper box above the ceiling in accordance 
with the proposed location of the; lea 998, tatiana 997 and Zelia 908 will be centred in the room and 
hang a minimum of 450mm above the hearth(non-combustible floor). the eva 992 will be centred in the 
room below and the lowest edge of the fireplace hood will be 820mm above the hearth.
Beams in the roof may need to be altered to suit the bordelet bearing frame and dropper box.
important: When connected to the bearing frame, the dropper box must sit a minimum 150mm below 
the ceiling. 

1. installing the bearing frame and the dropper box

flat roof installation of bordelet 
dropper box onto bearing plate.

pitChed roof installation of 
bordelet dropper box onto 
bearing plate.

bolt 
dropper 

box & 
bearing 

frame 
using 

bolts per 
side.

bolt dropper box & bearing

bearing plate

bearing plate

150mm 
minimum 

Ceiling 

Ceiling 

flat ro
o

f in
stallatio

n
pitCh

ed ro
o

f in
stallatio

n
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3. inStaLLation GUiDe

Centred on the planned location of the fireplace, install a hearth made of approved non-combustible 
material such as ceramic tiles, stone, masonry or concrete etc.

4. installing the hearth non-Combustible

for added height(floor to ceiling), install the additional pipes(if required), onto the dropper box(using the 
3 screws tf M8x16).

the connecting flue should not include more than two 45° offsets (i.e. more 
than one non-vertical portion), the angle of these offsets should not exceed 
45° with the vertical.

important: When a controlled mechanical ventilation includes an electric 
extractor, it is absolutely necessary to stop operation of the fireplace. The 
electric extractors of the kitchen, the bathroom, or the toilets, should also be 
switched off when operating the fireplace.

lea 998, Zelia 908  and tatiana 997
• install the lea 998, tatiana 997 and Zelia 908 onto the dropper box (or the additional pipe if 

requested) with the lower shelf of the fireplace 450 mm above the finished hearth.  

installing the fireplaCe 

5. installing the internal Components

2. installing the additional pipes

3. 45° offsets of ConneCting flues

eva 992
install the eva 992 canopy onto the dropper box (or the additional pipe if required) with the lower edge 
of the fireplace hood 820mm above the finished hearth.  Make sure that all the fasteners are tight. 
centre the base of the eva 992 on the non-combustible hearth in perfect vertical alignment with the 
hood and bolt it down making sure that the exact 460mm clearance between the canopy and the base is 
maintained.  

tatiana 997, lea 998 and Zelia 908
install the baffle plate : ensuring the flat surface is positioned upwards, proceed to gently position the 
plate on the lugs located on the inside of the fireplace. Once in position ensure the plate sits securely, 
the baffle plate should not rock or shift when touched if placed correctly. install the ash pan and the ash 
grate on the base of the fireplace, it should be noted an ash pan is not supplied with the tatiana 997.

eva 992 
install the baffle plate : ensuring the flat surface is positioned upwards, proceed to gently position the 
plate on the lugs located on the inside of the fireplace. Once in position ensure the plate sits securely, 
the baffle plate should not rock or shift when touched if placed correctly. install the ash pan and the ash 
grate on the base of the fireplace. Install the ring screw caps at the bottom of the base if necessary
Install the 2 shutters at the bottom of the base, in case the fireplace is not connected to an air intake 
from the floor.

minimum 
300mm flue 
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if the tatiana 997, Zelia 908 and lea 998, reach a height of more than 4 meters from floor to ceiling 
then an Anti-Sway bracket must be installed to stabilize the installation and prevent oscillations which 
might, in the long run, loosen fasteners.

if the eva 992 reaches a height of more than 5 meters from floor to ceiling then an anti-Sway bracket is 
highly recommended.

7. installing anti-sway braCket

this air intake is essential for the proper operation of this appliance, if installed in a well insulated/ 6 or 
more star rated home. the air intake should be located in an area vented to the outdoors or in an area 
exposed to non de pressurised prevailing winds.

the air intake outlet should be located either directly in the chimney, or as close as possible to the 
appliance. the air intake should be vermin proof.

minimum fresh air intake

eva 992 and tatiana 997
• 300cm2
lea 998 and Zelia 908
• 200m2

6. air intake

3. inStaLLation GUiDe

type 1: wall braCket

type 2: Central belt braCket with Cable ties

types of anti sway braCkets

anti-sway braCket required option for 4000mm 
high(or more) installations

adjustable 

fastened by sCrews

tightening sCrews

tightening nuts
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installing Zelia and eva safety  glass panels 

mounting of the fixed glass
1. Insert the glass(7) by the central part of the fireplace, then slide it until its fits into location.
2. place 2 legs(2) and joining(3), then tighten the screws(1).
3. place the 2 legs(5) and joints(6), then tighten the screws(4).

mounting of the mobile glass
1. Remove the removable plate(9) by unscrewing the screws(8).
2. place the sliding glass(10) in the rails.
3. Replace the removable plate(9) and tighten the screws(8).

3. inStaLLation GUiDe
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preCautions for the first ignition
The fresh paint on the fireplace needs to be cured to preserve its finish and quality.  For the first 40 
hours of operation, only burn small quantities of wood in the fireplace, do NOT build a full fire during this 
period. after the initial 40 hours of operation or once the odour has decreased, gradually increase the 
quantity of wood being burnt to slowly cure the paint on the fireplace. The first ten fires should be light, 
moderate and not overly loaded with wood. We recommend a small fire consisting of 3-4 logs weighing 
around 12kg in total.

paint
it is strongly recommended that no person(s) come into contact with the external faces of the appliance 
without the protection provided(gloves), this will avoid any “marking” the paint surface prior to it being 
cured.The paint will polymerise after several fires. Do not scrub or clean the fireplace with any rough 
surface(such as a sponge). In the case of accidental scratches, make several fires until the paint is 
cured, at which time you can delicately clean the outside of the appliance with a hot sponge. Do not 
scratch or rub the fireplace while it is lit. It is recommended contact with the fireplace should be kept to 
a minimum. Do not paint the fireplace using products NOT recommend by the supplier, please contact 
Sculpt fireplace collection should you require further assistance. 

ventilation
A strong burning smoke odour maybe smelt during the first several fires, it is therefore recommended to 
ventilate the premises by opening windows and doors in order for the paint to cure. this phenomenon 
will disappear after these initial burns cycles.

ignition instruCtions
prior to ignition ensure the damper is open. 
Always slowly and gradually light the fire; split wood and fire starters are recommended. It is strictly 
forbidden to use any volatile substances including; methylated spirits, gasoline, solvents or the likes as 
these will result in a risk of explosion or thermal shocks by a sudden rise of temperature.

After an extended period of non-use, the fireplace should be checked whether there is no obstruction in 
the smoke duct, and no blocking of the manoeuvre ring members (damper) before ignition.

reCommended fuel
JC Bordelet fireplaces are designed for only wood fuel. Any fuel other than wood is strictly forbidden. 
as a general rule it is recommended; use dry, well-seasoned HaRD WooD with a 15% moisture content 
in order for the unit to burn effectively and avoid any tarring. the heating output of wood depends on the 
moisture percentage.

operation & user guide

4. opeRation & Maintenance

atmospheriC Conditions
Misty or foggy weather may possibly favour back flow of the smoke, which may be a health hazard. In 
this case, only use the fireplace as is necessary.

for safety reasons, assemblies of appliances and accessories not provided or recommended by jC 
bordelet or sculpt fireplaces are not permitted, and will void any warranties. unsuitable equipment 
may cause dysfunctions and disorder upon use).
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damper
When preparing the unit for use(ignition and wood loading), it is important that the damper is in the 
open position. While the unit is functioning ensure the damper is in the open position. Once the fire has 
died down and the fireplace is cool to the touch, close the damper.

Combustion air settings
The combustion air control is located on the base below the fireplace shelf. This mechanism controls 
flow of air entering the firebox, which allows for a more precise control of the fire. The quantity of 
combustion air entering the firebox can be altered by moving the combustion air control from the left 
(low) to the right (high).

aCCelerated Combustion 
The maximum heat output for JC Bordelet fireplaces is achieved with the combustion air control fully 
opened. The fireplace can achieve an optimal heat output with two large or three medium size pieces of 
wood. 

4. opeRation & Maintenance
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IMPORTANT WARNINg
storing any flammable materials (paper, linen, furniture, solvents, flammable liquids, spray containers, 
gas bottle, etc.) close to the fireplace is strictly forbidden.
All these products should never be stored even for a short while in wood storages or recesses laid out 
under or near the appliance.
 
CAuTION:  fireplace external faces including the glass panels will attain high temperatures (above 100° 
Celsius). uninitiated persons, young children, and infants should be monitored at all times while in the 
vicinity of the appliance.
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medium Combustion 
This is the recommended mode for operating JC Bordelet fireplaces as it will deposit the least amount 
of creosote on glass panels and in the flue. the combustion air control should be set to half-open 
during ignition. The most efficient setting will vary depending on many factors including flue length and 
the moisture content of the wood. Two large or three medium size pieces of should be burning over a 
bed of hot coals. 

slow Combustion 
When the air combustion control is nearly closed, the fireplace is in a slow combustion phase. If the fire 
is hot enough, slow combustion will not stop the fire, but there will be a noticeable change in the flame 
pattern. the flames will be slow and may appear dirty if the wood is too wet (moisture content of 15% 
and more). this method of operation is not recommended and will produce excessive creosote in the 
fireplace and the flue.  Creosote may also accumulate on the glass panels.  
 
Caution: continuous and intensive slow burn operation may cause early deterioration of the appliance 
and it’s components, as well as a chimney fire if the flue has not been regularly cleaned.
 

 
Cleaning
safety glass(if relevant)
The window of the fireplace requires regular cleaning with specific products intended for this use. The 
use of hard wood with a moisture content above 15% causes excessive creosote build up on the glass. 
We recommend only burning dry hard wood with a moisture content of less than 15%. 

flue
prior to operation the flue should be cleaned. flues should be professionally cleaned and checked twice 
a year, including at least once during the peak period of use and more if required. a professional should 
also check seals, door ropes, baffle plates and all consumable parts of the fireplace and flue to ensure 
the unit is in safe working order. after extended period of non-use, ensure the flue remains unblocked 
from any debris. 

ASH PAN
the ash pan should be completely emptied regularly in order to avoid any overflow and clogging of 
the fire grate. A 2-3cm bed of fine ashes on the base of the firebox is perfectly acceptable for a more 
effective start up operation of the fire. Only empty the ashes when the embers are totally extinguished 
into a steel bucket (it is recommended that you wait a minimum of 24 hours after the last embers have 
extinguished).

4. opeRation & Maintenance
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6. teSt ReSULtS

test reports

teStinG LaBoRatoRY
ManUfactUReR
MoDeL
iSSUe Date
inveStiGatinG officeR
ReSULtS

concLUSion 

HRL technology 

Jc BoRDeLet

eva 992 | tatiana 997 | zeLia 908 | Lea 998

09.12.2015

Steve Marland

the maximum carbon dioxide output of the eva 992 / tatiana 997 

/ zeLia 908 was performed at the high burn rate prescribed in aS/

nzS4013 (2014) gave a maximum carbon dioxide output of 3.2% (by 

volume). and 2.8% (by volume) for the Lea 998.

Based on this result, exemption from testing the eva 992 / tatiana 

997 / zeLia 908 / Lea 998 solid fuel appliance should be claimed under 

section 1.2.3 (f) of aS/nzS4013 (2014) as the maximum carbon dioxide 

output from combustion is less than 5% by volume when fired at the 

prescribed high burn rate.

bordelet applianCe output test
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JC Bordelet fireplaces are guaranteed for 5years. This excludes the ash pan, ash grates, fire grate 
retainers and baffles which are guaranteed for 1 year. glass is not covered under any warranty.  
 
the warranty becomes effective at the date of purchase.
 
warranty does not Cover
1. Door seals, ropes, gaskets and glass
2. Any form of rust and/or corrosion to the painted finish of the heater
3. Salted air of a coastal region or a highly humid environment may contribute to some oxidation of 

the steel, in this case the warranty is therefore not valid for damages originating from these causes
4. all defects or faults resulting from poor maintenance, inappropriate use or a non-compliant 

installation which does not abide by australian & new zealand Standards aS/nzS 2918:2001 or 
instructions are listed in this manual are not warranted

5. any device or accessory not provided by Jc Bordelet or Sculpt fireplace collection are strictly 
forbidden and will result in a void of all warranties by the manufacturer and distributor

6. No modifications can be made to the firebox or to original components supplied with the appliance
7. the manufacturer and distributor are by no means responsible for any indirect damage originating 

from a handling accident.
8. cost of removal of a defective heater or re-installation of a replacement heater is not covered
9. any glass breakage can only result from poor assembly, from impact or incorrect use of the 

appliance. Glass is not covered under warranty. 
 

performanCe
The performance of our fireplaces are given as an indication and comparison after testing under 
optimum conditions. these values reported under standard conditions may be subject to variations 
if the installation and conditions of use are not equivalent to our testing conditions. in any case, the 
closed fireplace remains an extra heater and should not replace a main heating system.
 
warranty Claims
any defects /faults resulting from negligent maintenance, poor installation practices, altering or repair 
of the appliance not recommended by the supplier or inappropriate use of the appliance, are excluded 
from being covered under the warranty.

in the case of a faulty part, the user should immediately inform the retailer and the retailer the 
distributor, Sculpt fireplace collection.
 
for all warranty claims, we will require photos, proof of purchase and the date of installation along with 
the compliance certificate from your licensed installer.
 
the guarantee is strictly limited to the exchange or repair by ourselves of parts agreed to be defective, 
without exception. costs of dismantling, assembly and transport will under no circumstance be covered 
by this warranty, the manufacturer, distributor and should be handled between the user and installer.

warranty

6. WaRRantY
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6. WaRRantY

date of purChase 

plaCe of purChase

date of installation 

ComplianCe CertifiCate no.

model no.

name and address of purChaser

phone no.

email address

Please include a copy of your receipt and compliance certificate 

warranty Card

email or post warranty information to
info@sculptfireplaces.com.au
po Box, 1232 Mornington, vic 3931
1300 851 304
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Whilst every effort is taken to avoid errors, ScULpt fiRepLace coLLection cannot accept 
responsibility for the accuracy of any statement, extract or information contained within this manual nor 
can any of its contributors who have submitted material for inclusion. ScULpt fiRepLace coLLection 
may change or update this manual and anything described in it without notice. We will endeavour 
to ensure that information, materials and data on this site are complete, accurate and up-to-date. 
information on this manual is for guidance only and cannot cover all circumstances. (e&oe)
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7. finaL WoRDS

Intent on providing Australians with a dynamic collection of designer fires, Sculpt fireplace collection 
has strategically gathered not only award winning fireplace designs, but also fireplaces that have been 
manufactured with high quality materials and the best  raw steel that is built to last.

Sculpt is proud to be the sole importer of Seguin, Axis  and Bordelet fireplaces, with exclusive distribution rights 
throughout Australia and New Zealand.

Our wood fire manufacturers integrate innovation, technology, environmental impact, 
operational expertise and quality, whilst holding design at the forefront.  We aim to fill homes 
with the maximum of comfort while capturing the true art and meaning of a sculptural 
fireplace in any living space.

Sculpt fireplace collection is an australian 
owned company who exclusively supply some 
of world’s most sought after high-end luxury 
fireplaces.
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1300 851 304
info@sculptfireplaces.com.au
po Box, 1232 Mornington, vic 3931

edition 09.06.17


